Our sense of self is thought to develop through sensory-motor contingencies provided, not only by observing one's own body, but also by mirroring interactions with others. This suggests that there is a strong link between mirroring mechanisms and the bodily self. The present study tested whether this link is expressed at early, implicit stages of the mirroring process or at later, more cognitive stages. We also provide, to the best of our knowledge, the first demonstration of how inter-individual differences in our sense of bodily self may affect mirroring mechanisms. We used somatosensory event-related potentials (SEPs) to investigate the temporal dynamics of mirroring highly self-related information (viewed touch on one's own face) compared to other-related information (viewed touch on a stranger's face), in individuals with low and high levels of depersonalisation, a mental condition characterised by feeling detached or estranged from one's self and body. For the low-depersonalisation group, mirroring for selfrelated events (P45) preceded mirroring for other-related events (N80). At later stages (P200), mirroring was stronger for other-related than self-related events. This shows that early, implicit and later, more cognitive processes play different relative roles in mirroring self-and other-related bodily events. Critically, mirroring differed in the high-depersonalisation group, specifically for self-related events. An absence of early, implicit mirroring for self-related events over P45 suggests that the associated processes may be the neural correlates of the disembodiment experienced in depersonalisation. A lack of differential mirroring for self-and other-related events over P200 may reflect compensatory mechanisms that redress deficiencies in mirroring at earlier stages, which may break down to give rise to symptoms of depersonalisation. Alternatively, or in addition, they may represent an attenuation of processes related to self-other distinction. Our study thus shows that mirroring, especially for events on one's own face, can be strongly affected by how connected the observer feels to their own bodily self.
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Introduction
That "the ego is first and foremost a bodily ego" was suggested over a hundred years ago (Freud, 1923, p.26) , and is a notion that has been rediscovered and substantiated by neuroscientific research during the last decades (e.g. Blanke et al., 2015; Lenggenhager et al., 2009) .
Bodily self-consciousness, that is, the feeling of oneself as a bodily subject (e.g. Legrand, 2006) , is described as the basic, prereflective representation of body-related information (e.g. Gallagher, 2000; Haggard et al., 2003; Jeannerod, 2007; Legrand, 2006) . This pre-reflective sense of bodily self is based on sensory-motor coherence, and emerges in early childhood, strongly driven by interactions with others (e.g. Gallese and Sinigaglia, 2010; Legrand, 2006) in addition to one's own bodily experiences (e.g. Rochat and Striano, 2000) . Developmental psychologists surmised that experiences like seeing and feeling your own body move provide the multisensory-motor contingencies that are instrumental in giving rise to the bodily self (e.g. Rochat and Striano, 2000; Zmyj et al., 2011) . In line with this, sensitivity to synchrony between seen and felt body-related stimuli (touch on the face) is present from birth (Filippetti et al., 2013 (Filippetti et al., , 2015 , and sensory-motor contingencies have been shown to modulate cortical processing at 5 months of age (Filippetti et al., 2014) .
The importance of, particularly imitative, interactions with others for the emergence of the self has been stressed more recently (e.g. Gallese and Sinigaglia, 2010; Legrand, 2006) . Early imitative ("mirroring") experiences enable the motoric and emotional attunement between infants and their primary caregivers, Contents lists available at ScienceDirect journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/neuropsychologia
